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STUDY GUIDE

Thank you for participating in Western Canada Theatre’s matinee programming! We would like
you and your students to get the most out of your experience with us. Included in this package
is some inside information exclusive to teachers and students, discussion questions, classroom
activities, and online resources. We hope you find them useful before and after seeing the
show.
Please take a few minutes to review appropriate theatre etiquette with your students. While
clapping and laughing are most appropriate for the theatre, whispering, talking, and excessive
movement during the show is distracting to others in the audience and our actors on stage.
Audience members are encouraged to get comfortable, remove coats, use the washroom and
turn all electronic devices OFF before a show begins. Please remind your students that texting is
not allowed during the show.
Remembering theatre etiquette makes the show more enjoyable for everyone!
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WCT Turns 40!
It’s our 40th Season here at Western Canada Theatre and we are so glad that you are a part of
it!!
Western Canada Theatre was first created in 1969 by Tom Kerr as a young people’s theatre.
This small group toured locally, provincially and internationally doing theatre for young people.
In 1975, the company widened their mandate and became a fully professionally functioning
theatre company.
To date, Western Canada Theatre has done over 300 shows, welcomed thousands of artists
from our community and around the globe, and has entertained over a million audience
members.
Each year the company continues to put on 5 mainstage shows at Sagebrush Theatre, and 2 at
the Pavilion Theatre, some of which will begin here in Kamloops and tour to other great
theatres in the country.
Western Canada Theatre is proud to uphold the following mission statement:
Western Canada Theatre will provide the Kamloops regional community with challenging
professional live theatre. The Company will entertain, educate, enrich, and interact with
the cultural mosaic of its community.
Western Canada Theatre will promote and assist the performing arts through the provision
of educational, theatrical, and artistic opportunities and services, and through the
management and operation of facilities. All of this will be accomplished with fiscal
integrity.
The company continues to produce works by Canadian as well as international playwrights. We
welcome talented artists to our stage and love to present our works to the wonderful Kamloops
audiences, including young people like you! Happy Birthday to us!!

Note: This year you will find that each study guide will showcase one or two of our amazing
staff members! Our company could not deliver the quality of performance that we do if it were
not for the individuals that work so hard to help bring all the magic together. Meeting these
dedicated theatre lovers will inspire your students as well as teach them a little something
about the hard work that goes on behind the scenes! Turn to page 12 to meet Associate
Artistic Director, Heather Cant!
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Behind the Scenes
Playwright: Marc Camoletti
Marc Camoletti (November 16, 1923 – July 18, 2003) was a French
playwright best known for his classic farce Boeing-Boeing (produced
by WCT in 2013).
Camoletti was born a French citizen in Geneva, Switzerland, though
his family had Italian origins. His theatrical career began in 1958
when three of his plays were presented simultaneously in Paris, the
first, La Bonne Anna running for 1300 performances and going on to
play throughout the world.
Boeing-Boeing (1962) was an even greater success, and remains
Camoletti's signature hit. The original London production, in an
adaptation by Beverley Cross, opened at the Apollo Theatre,
transferred to the Duchess, and ran for seven years, racking up more than 2,000 performances.
A later play, Don't Dress for Dinner, also ran for seven years in London, again transferring from
the Apollo to the Duchess.
Camoletti's plays have been performed in numerous languages in 55 countries. In Paris alone,
18 of his plays have totalled around 20,000 performances in all. Ten of his plays have also been
shown on television.
Camoletti was an Associate of the Société Nationale des Beaux Arts. He was awarded the
Chevalier de la Légion d'honneur, one of France's highest honours. He died in Deauville on the
Normandy coast in 2003.
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Adaption: Robin Hawdon
Robin Hawdon’s (born March 28, 1939) varied career has spanned
numerous aspects of the arts. Actor, playwright, novelist and
theatre director. For two decades he was a successful actor,
becoming well known to television viewers and to cinema
audiences, featuring in a number of films and starring in ‘When
Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth’ and ‘The Love Factor’. On stage he was
seen in several roles in London’s West End, and has played
classical leads such as Hamlet, Henry V and Henry Higgins.
He has also directed a number of theatre productions, and in the
nineteen eighties was Director of the Theatre Royal Bath, Britain’s
premier touring theatre. Now he is one of Britain’s most prolific
playwrights, with plays produced in at least forty countries and
twenty languages. At any one time there are perhaps a dozen productions running across the
USA, Europe and elsewhere.
Arguably, Hawdon’s biggest success was Don’t Dress for Dinner (based on an early French play
by Marc Camoletti) which ran in the West End for six years, and has played all over America,
Australia, Canada and the English speaking world.
Robin has been married for over forty years, has two daughters and four grandchildren, and
lives between Bath, the South of France, and Australia.
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Synopsis
Act One
In a renovated French farmhouse about a two-hour drive from Paris, Bernard is hoping to send
his wife, Jacqueline, to her mother's for the weekend, in hopes he can romance his mistress,
Suzanne, a Parisian model. Bernard has hired a cook, Suzette, and as an alibi invited his friend
Robert to dinner.
While Bernard is upstairs, the telephone rings. Jacqueline answers; it's the Bon Appetit catering
agency confirming Suzette is on her way, which alerts her that something is up. Then Robert
calls and Jacqueline again answers. He tells Jacqueline he is spending the weekend, a fact
unknown to her. As Robert and Jacqueline talk on the phone, it becomes obvious that they are
having an affair.
Jacqueline tells Bernard her mother has the flu and that she has cancelled their visit. Bernard
panics, and when Robert arrives, he tells his friend about his affair with Suzanne. Since she is
arriving at any minute, Bernard commands Robert against his will to tell Jacqueline that "Suzy"
is his girlfriend.
While Bernard and Jacqueline are out buying groceries, Suzy arrives -- but it's the caterer, not
the mistress. Robert doesn't realize, and introduces Suzette as his girlfriend when Bernard and
Jacqueline return. Bernard is furious because of the mix-up, and Jacqueline feels betrayed
because she thought she was Robert's only mistress.
Bernard and Robert secretly talk to Suzette, and for extra money she agrees to play Robert's
mistress. Suzanne arrives, alerted to the fact that she now has to play the cook. She's outraged
but has no option but to play her part. When Jacqueline confronts Robert about Suzette, he
avoids disaster by telling Jacqueline that Suzette is really his niece.

Suzette (Tess Degenstein, left) and Suzanne (Krista Colosimo) flank Robert (Kirk Smith) in Don’t Dress for Dinner.
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Act 2
Robert and Suzette are dancing drunkenly in and out of the room. When they have gone
Jacqueline voices her frustration at Bernard's affair, which she discovered because of a note
signed 'Suzy' and a receipt for a Chanel coat in Bernard's jacket pocket. The coat was a gift for
Bernard's mistress. Since the coat was passed off as Suzette's, Jacqueline is sure Bernard's affair
is with Suzette.
Suzanne thinks so as well; she and Jacqueline exact revenge on Robert and Suzette. More
hijinks are brought out and confusion about Suzette being Robert's niece is brought to light.
Suzette tells Bernard and Robert that she has a husband, George, who will kill anyone she is
seen even suggesting an affair. Jacqueline comes downstairs in a negligee and tells Bernard
about her affair. Bernard is mad and threatens to kill the adulterer. Jacqueline discloses
Robert's name and all is set for hell when George, Suzette's husband, walks in. George is told to
believe Suzette is at another house and that Suzanne is his wife, until Suzette comes out to
greet him. After questioning George believes the evening was a game called “Happy Families”
and they depart.

Characters
Bernard - Jacqueline's husband
Jacqueline - Bernard's wife and Robert's lover
Robert - Bernard's friend and Jacqueline's lover
Suzette - the cook
Suzanne - Bernard's mistress
George - Suzette's husband
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Farce and
Physical Humour
In theatre, a farce is a comedy that aims at entertaining the audience through situations that
are highly exaggerated, extravagant, and thus improbable. Farces are often highly
incomprehensible plot-wise (due to the many plot twists and random events that occur), but
viewers are encouraged not to try to follow the plot in order to avoid becoming confused and
overwhelmed. Farce is also characterized by physical humor the use of deliberate absurdity or
nonsense, and broadly stylized performances. Farces have been written for the stage and film.
Furthermore, a farce is also often set in one particular location, where all events occur.

Physical comedy, whether conveyed by a pratfall (landing on the buttocks), a silly face, or the
action of walking into walls, is a common and rarely subtle form of comedy. It is a clownish
exploitation of movement, the most primordial human medium of expression, which predates
language and the introduction of verbal humour such as cultural tradition, erudition and word
puns. Often sitcoms will incorporate such movements into the scenes but may not rely on it
exclusively to forward the story. Often it will be used as comic relief especially during more
serious or intimate scenes.
Buster Keaton, The Three Stooges, Laurel and Hardy, Benny Hill, Lucille Ball, Martin Short, Carol
Burnett, Chevy Chase, Don Knotts, Jerry Lewis, Chris Farley, John Ritter's character Jack Tripper
on Three's Company, Jim Carrey's titular character in The Mask, Michael Richards's character
Cosmo Kramer on Seinfeld, and Rowan Atkinson's character Mr. Bean are all examples of
comedians who employ physical comedy as a medium for their characters. Charlie Chaplin
started his film career as a physical comedian; although he developed additional means of
comic expression, Chaplin's mature works continued to contain elements of slapstick. Slapstick
elements include the trip, the slip, the double take, the collide, the fall (faint) and the roar.
There are many styles and types of physical comedy, but mimes and clowns are both great
sources to study because they tend to use physical comedy as their main form of storytelling
through actions. They must set up their storyline, develop the story, and sell the punch line
many times entirely through the body. Well known comedian Rowan Atkinson is probably best
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known for his physical humor. His character, Mr. Bean, never needed to say real words, just
sounds, and he has created so many iconic moments of physical comedy, including getting a
turkey stuck on his head and changing from a dress suit into a swimsuit, all while wearing the
men’s dress suit, (you need to see it to believe it).

An absurdity is a thing that is extremely unreasonable, so as to be foolish or not taken
seriously, or the state of being so. "Absurd" is an adjective used to describe an absurdity, e.g.,
"this encyclopedia article is absurd”. It derives from the Latin absurdum meaning "out of tune",
hence irrational. The Latin surdus means "deaf", implying stupidity. Absurdity is contrasted
with seriousness in reasoning. In general usage, absurdity may be synonymous with
ridiculousness and nonsense. In specialized usage, absurdity is related to extremes in bad
reasoning or pointlessness in reasoning; ridiculousness is related to extremes of incongruous
juxtaposition, laughter, and ridicule; and nonsense is related to a lack of meaningfulness.

Don’t Dress For Dinner is a true farce! This fast paced tale includes all of the above. The
storyline is certainly absurd (characters are all involved in an affair that entangles everyone’s
lives), and the plot, at times, can be confusing (two characters named Suzy!). The events are
improbably and the script is rampant with physical comedy (the pesky imaginary insects, plenty
of stair tripping, and a plethora of overdramatic entrances and exits). The entire show takes
place at Bernard and Jacqueline’s home.
Sean Foley, a British theatre director, writer, comedian and actor describes farce brilliantly:
"In a way, farce is the most purely theatrical form. There's a visceral, palpable sense that this
thing is happening live in front of you. And when the wardrobe falls on someone's head or
someone stubs their toe – and maybe they really are stubbing their toe, night after night – it's
exciting for an audience. That's why it feels so live and dangerous."
“The risk comes largely from the extreme pace farce demands. A phrase I end up using a lot in
rehearsal is, 'I need to see you acting, I don't need to see you thinking.' People are confronted
with a situation and they react – 'Oh my God, there's a policeman coming through the door.'
Technically, farce is about taking away all the thinking time, not only from the characters but
also from the audience. We never drop into a zone where things are being considered – they
are just happening."
"The wonderful paradox of farce," he says, "is that there's a double image going on on stage. At
the same time as we are laughing at the incompetence of the characters, we are aware of the
deep expertise of the performers. And that is a very theatrical vibe."
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Backstage
With Associate Artistic Director Heather Cant
How long have you worked for the company? What is your current position?
I was invited to join the WCT staff as the Associate Producer in 2011, and I’m now currently the Associate
Artistic Director. This anniversary season will be my 5th season with the company.
Where and when did your love of theatre begin? How did you become a part of Western Canada Theatre?
My love of theatre began when I was in the third grade and was chosen to play the lead part in the class play,
Many Moons. From then on, I was hooked. I loved everything about theatre and participated in school plays
and community theatre shows as often as I could. When I
was 13 I moved to Kamloops with my family, and was
introduced to my first real professional theatre experience at
Western Canada Theatre. I went to every show, and
volunteered to do any job they’d let me. I also started to
take acting classes with Stage One. When I graduated high
school I chose to pursue theatre professionally. It was a big
thrill for me to return to Western Canada Theatre as a
professional actor in 2007 for the show Having Hope at
Home.
Heather (onstage left) in her debut performance.

What do you find the most interesting/exciting/challenging about your job at WCT?
The best part of my job is that every day is different! Each show has its own unique needs and brings a whole
new team of interesting artists to work with. I love working with the fantastic staff at WCT to create
productions that will excite, delight, and astonish our audiences. That involves a lot planning and preparation
with things like casting, contracts, scheduling, and budgets before we get to the fun part of building the sets
and costumes, rehearsals and the performances. But it’s all a necessary part of making a show happen and I
love sharing the magic of theatre with people.
For Don’t Dress For Dinner, what was your position and what did that position entail?
For Don’t Dress for Dinner, I am the Associate Director. That involves working with the Director and actors to
help them realize their vision for the play. On this show, a big part of my job is learning the show and the
Director’s vision really, really, well so that when the show goes to the Gateway Theatre in Richmond, BC in
April that I can seamlessly step in to direct the revival because the Director is unavailable for that part of this
show’s journey.
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What was the best and most challenging part of this process?
Creating a comedy is always great fun – there are lots of laughs to be had in the rehearsal process as we try
things out. We spend a lot of time laughing! There is a lot of funny stuff that never makes it into the show
though. It can be really challenging to let an awesome joke or a gag go but sometimes doing so means the
show will be better, and funnier, for it. There is always a point in the rehearsal process where things also stop
being funny – usually because we have seen it so many
times. That part can be very hard, especially on the
actors. It takes a lot of trust in ourselves and each other,
to keep remembering that we are on the right track
because it does stop feeling like we are. That’s where
finally having an audience comes in – their laughter is
always the final piece in the puzzle where we really get
to see whether we succeeded and the comedy we’ve
have crafted is as funny as we think it is! Finally hearing
the audience laugh is definitely the best part of the
whole process.
Heather working hard in her office at WCT
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Activities in the Classroom
Activity #1 – 40 Years of History!
Curriculum Connections
Language Arts
Arts Education
Social Studies
Drama
Music/Art

Oral Language, Speaking, Listening
Exploring and Creating, Drama Forms, Reading and Viewing
History, Identity, Society and Culture
Exploring Drama forms
Context: Self and Community

What was life like back in Kamloops 40 years ago when Western Canada Theatre first came on
the scene? How has theatre changed over this time? What major developments have occurred
that have changed entertainment in Kamloops and abroad?
Group your students into small groups of either 3 or 4. Have them tackle the above mentioned
questions. 40 years ago, their research wouldn’t have even included the internet!!
Below are some topics and activities that you can give each group to look into with more depth:
1) 40 Years In Kamloops: What has changed in our city in 40 years? This could include
political, social or environmental issues. It could also include significant happenings or
important infrastructure. (If you wish to have a more concentrated focus, please feel
free to do so. Looking into our political history of 40 years only, could give you a strong
connection to your social studies curriculum at this time, looking at music during this
period could help connect to your music component).
Have your students create a visual timeline of events that shows significant dates that
are important to Kamloopsians over the last 40 years. Have them present this to the
class.
2) 40 Years of History: What has changed in our world in the last 40 years? See the details
of the possibilities in topic 1. This is a vast subject and it will need to be more
concentrated. That being said, you could ask your students to create a timeline of
inventions of the past 40 years and how those have majorly affected our lives in the last
40 years. Again, you could use this as an opportunity for further development in other
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subjects on the curriculum. Have the students create a timeline that they will then
present to the class.
3) What other artistic developments were made in theatre in the last 40 years? How has
theatre changed? How so and why has it changed? Have the students look into theatre
innovation in the last 40 years. This could concern theatre development or our forever
changing views on live entertainment. Have them search theatre locally and/or abroad.
Allow the students to bring this one home. Have them ask their parents what they did
40 years ago to see theatre. Where did they see it? How has it changed? What did
Kamloops have to offer?
4) How has the entertainment world changed in the last 40 years? Have your students
research plays, TV, movies, and books from 40 years ago. What was the most popular
music genre, TV genre, book genre, movie genre? Compare those genres to what are
most popular today? How do they differ, but most importantly, how are they the same?
What have we used in today’s entertainment world that we borrowed from 40 years
ago? Have the group present their findings to the class.
*Note: You could easily divide the artistic categories and have one group concentrate on
one form of entertainment: TV, Movies, Books, Music. There is more than enough to report
back on.
5) Fashion. Have the group research fashion from 40 years ago. Be sure they look at
pictures of runway and everyday fashion of the 1970’s. What has returned? How has it
returned? What do you think will return next? Have them present to the class and be
sure they include pictures!
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Activity #2 – Theatre of the Absurd
Curriculum Connections
Arts Education
Drama

Reading and Viewing
Exploring, Drama Forms

Theatre of the Absurd is a genre of theatre is different from absurdity in theatre. The above
definition states that “absurdity is a thing that is extremely unreasonable, so as to be foolish or
not taken seriously, or the state of being so”. But Theatre of the Absurd is a designation for
particular plays of absurdist fiction written by a number of primarily European playwrights in
the late 1950’s, as well as for the style of theatre which has evolved from their work. Their work
expressed what happens when human existence has no meaning or purpose and therefore all
communication breaks down. The two uses of “absurd” do share a common trait: it is
irrational and illogical. The absurdity in Don’t Dress for Dinner is the improbable nature of the
characters and their crazy lives. But unlike Theatre of the Absurd, the characters in Don’t Dress
for Dinner are foolish and are designed to make you laugh. They certainly are not looking for
the meaning of life! Theatre of the Absurd can be applied to a wide range of plays, including
Vaudville, which is where we can begin to see the connection between the two.
Have the class do some research on the Theatre of the Absurd. When did it begin, how did it
develop and where do we see it today? What are some of the most famous plays that fall into
this genre?
After viewing the play, discuss with the class how Don’t Dress For Dinner falls into the style of
Theatre of the Absurd. Or does it? What are the points for both sides of the argument?
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Activity #3: Theatre in the Classroom

Curriculum Connections
Drama
Arts Education
Language Arts

Historical and Aesthetic Context
Social and Cultural Context
Oral Language, Reading and Viewing, Speaking and Listening

Share the above notes on farce with your students. Then show them this classic clip of physical
theatre at it’s best: The Three Stooge: Fix Electrical Wiring and Pull Moe Through a Wall
http://youtube/hdL3_83KZZA
Discuss with your class the following:
Why is physical humour so fun to watch? Why do we take pleasure in other people’s
pain?
What are some other examples of great farces and spectacular physical comedic
performances? (see page 10 for examples)
Does physical comedy still have the same impact today? In this age of technology, could
physical comedy be even more relevant? Discuss social media video clips and their need
to catch our eye within seconds.
Feel free to bring into the discussion TV shows that focus on “home videos” of people
attempting feats and hurting themselves in the process. Be aware this can open a
whole different can of worms regarding how we respond to physical hurt on an
emotional level.
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Arrange your students into groups of 2 or 3. Have them devise a short scene that must include
physical humour.
Some guidelines to get them started:


The scene can only be one minute long.



The scene should be silent. (this will encourage them to focus on the physical)



Begin with an ordinary action (making toast, making a bed, fixing a sink). Brainstorm of
what could go wrong doing this simple activity.



Think of the tone you are trying to set. If the audience feels like the actor is genuinely
hurt, the comedic element will be lost. The tone of the piece is what makes the
audience laugh.



Tell the actors not to telegraph or anticipate a pratfall.



Every action has a reaction. We can show how something affected us by the look on our
face, a sound and how our bodies react to being hurt (holding our toe and jumping
while our face over exaggerates pure pain). Have the students “sell” their pratfall.

You can choose to perform these in front of the class, or perhaps just in front of another group.
Physical theatre is vulnerable. There are no words to hide behind in this exercise. Some may
choose to be clowns for the class, others may appreciate the privacy. If this issue creeps up
early on, consider using “directors” for your scenes. This will allow students who do not want
to be put on the spot to still contribute to what could be a great physical comedy!
After the show: Discuss with your class how the actor’s in Don’t Dress For Dinner followed the
above tips. Did the actors show that a fall was coming? Could you predict it as an audience
member? How did they sell their physical comedy? What was the tone of the play? Did you
ever worry that an actor was genuinely hurt?

tps://youtu.be/hdL3_83KZZA?t=246https://youtu.be/hdL3_83KZZAhhttps://youtu.be/hdL3_83KZZAttps://youtu.b
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Activity #4: Post-Show Discussion
Drama
Communications
Language Arts

Defining, Recognizing and Analysing, Reflection, Discussion and Critical Analysis
Comprehend and Respond, Engagement and Personal Response
Writing and Representing, Oral Language, Speaking and Listening

1. Discuss the play with your class. What did they like, what did they find challenging?
Why? Ask for specifics to generate a more intense conversation.
2. After briefly studying farce, how did you feel the actors did in engaging you in the
comedy? Were the actors great clowns? Did they use their actions effectively to tell the
story?
3. Farce’s are often set in one location. Don’t Dress For Dinner follows this loose rule. Now
that the students have gotten to see the set, discuss what they liked about it. Why
would the playwright and original set designer choose to set this in one location? What
are the benefits?
4. Discuss the characters. How did they differ? What made each of them uniquely funny?
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Don’t Dress for Dinner. Marc Comoletti, adaptation Robin Hawdon. Samuel French, Inc, 1992.
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